Individual Documentary:
1. *The Beatles*: Alyssa Befumo
2. *The Wright Brothers*: Vincent Fredericks
3. *The Harlem Hellfighters*: John Riley

Group Documentary:
3. *Walt Disney*: Gaia D'Anna, Maggie Giles & Erica Vazquez

Individual Exhibit:
1. *Aung Sun Suu Kyi*: Samuel Latt
2. *Wangari Mauthai*: Molly Warren
3. *Ayatollah Khomeini*: Ethan Dwyer

Group Exhibit:
1. *Julia Child: Mastering the Art of French Cuisine*: Jordan Biener & Rachel Roday
2. *Leroy Grumman*: Brianne Neira & Jean Miller
3. *Kim Il Sung and the Kim Dynasty*: Krista Angelidis & Sophia Latt

Historical Paper:
1. *American Populism: An Expansive Movement of Democratization*: Emily Shutman
2. *Elizabeth Blackwell: Breaking the Barriers that Impeded Female Medical Education*: Olivia Stamatatos
3. *Joseph Stalin: The Soviet Union’s “Man of Steel”:* Cara Sorrentino

Individual Website:
1. *Eleanor Roosevelt: Leaving a Legacy of Equality for All*: Miranda Nykolyn
2. *Watson and Crick*: Scott Venturino
3. *Coco Chanel: A Legacy of Elegance*: Kathryn Dara

Group Website:
1. *John Steinbeck*: Rachel Carpenter, Katarina DePasquale & Jamie Paragallo
2. *Alice Paul*: Aaron Feltman, Ripley Mars, & Latoya Shand
Group Performance:
1. Daniel Ellsberg: Dylan DelGiudice & Spencer Pashkin

SPECIAL AWARDS:

Best Topic in Global History 9th Grade:
Group Website
Vaclav Havel by Ben Conner, Thomas Edgar-McNemey, & Nolan Piccola

Best Topic in Global History 10th Grade:
Group Exhibit
Bob Marley by Abby Bellistri, Kayla Ryans and Cloe Stevens

Best Topic in American History 11th Grade:
Historical Paper
Norman Rockwell's Four Freedoms by Jeannie Morgenstern

Aviation or Military History Award:
Historical Paper
William Tecumseh Sherman by Max Polster

African-American History Award:
Group Website
Sojourner Truth by Nina Cartwright, Alex Koumas and Sabrina Palacios

Women's History:
Group Website
Susan Brownmiller by Alexandra Muller and Anna Gulizio

Irish History:
Individual Exhibit
James Connolly by Aidan McCooey

Genocide, Bias, or Tolerance Award:
Group Exhibit
Oskar Schindler by Nicole Abbondandelo, Luke Eidle and Rachel Moss

Physical & Life Sciences Award:
Individual Exhibit
Jane Goodall by Grace Curran

Peacemaker Award:
Individual Exhibit
Malala by Emma Pandolfi

Clio Award:
Individual Website
Kathleen Hanna by Chloe Liepa

Clio Award:
Group Exhibit
Nelson Mandela by Sarah Glascock, Isabella McGinniss, Christina Varady & Lauren White

(The Clio Award recognizes creators whose work exemplifies inventive thinking; celebrating inspiration, honoring imagination and fostering creativity.)

Jack Abrams Local History Award:
Group Exhibit
Leroy Grumman by Brianne Neira and Jean Miller

Citizen Activist Award:
Group Website
Gloria Steinem by Nicole Arenth, Kenny Fajardo, Jamie Rosenbauer

National Archives Award:
Group Exhibit
Robert Oppenheimer by Lindsay Saginaw & Alex Heuwetter

Principal’s Award:
Historical Paper
Adolf Hitler: Camryn Libes